A guide to quantifying membrane protein dynamics in lipids and other native-like environments by solution-state NMR spectroscopy.
Recent biochemical and technical developments permit residue-specific solution NMR measurements of membrane protein (MP) dynamics in lipidic and chaperone-bound environments. This is possible by combinations of improved sample preparations with suitable NMR relaxation experiments to correlate protein function to backbone dynamics on timescales from picoseconds to seconds, even for large MP-lipid assemblies above 100 kDa in molecular mass. Here, we introduce the basic concepts of different NMR relaxation experiments, individually sensitive to specific timescales. We discuss the general limitations of detergent environments and highlight the importance for native-like environments when studying MPs. We then review three practical studies of fast- and slow-timescale MP dynamics in lipid environments, as well as in a natively unfolded, chaperone-bound state. These examples illustrate the new avenues solution NMR spectroscopy is taking to investigate MP dynamics in native-like environments with atomic resolution.